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ABSTRACT

This work presents a novel scalable and field-deployable framework for monitoring lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery state of charge (SoC) and state of health (SoH), based on ultrasonic guided waves using low-profile built-in piezoelectric transducers. The feasibility of this technique is demonstrated through experiments using surface-mounted piezoelectric disc transducers on commercial Li-ion pouch batteries. Pitch-catch guided-wave propagation is performed in synchronization with electrical charge and discharge cycling, and cycle life testing. Simple time-domain analysis shows strong and repeatable correlation between waveform signal parameters, and battery SoC and SoH. The correlation thus provides a building block for constructing a technique for accurate real-time monitoring of battery charge and health states using ultrasonic guided-wave signals. Moreover, capacity-differential signal analysis reveals the underlying physical changes associated with cyclic electrochemical activities and phase transitioning. This finding allows accurate pinpointing of the root cause of capacity fade and mechanical degradation. The results of this study indicate that the use of guided waves can potentially offer a new avenue for in-situ characterization of Li-ion batteries, providing insight on the complex coupling between electrochemistry and mechanics, heretofore not fully understood within the scientific community.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Extensive research effort in energy storage, particularly in lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries, has been ongoing in response to the ever-growing demand for high-energy light-weight energy solutions for portable devices, and in electric systems and transportation [1-3]. Yet, their broader practical adoption has been hindered by the system’s reliability, lifetime, safety, and cost. The complexity of Li-ion batteries and their narrow operational envelope require accurate real-time state monitoring for effective control and management.

Conventional on-board battery management systems (BMS) are currently limited to the monitoring of extrinsic parameters including voltage, current, and temperature. From these, battery’s state of charge (SoC) and state of health (SoH) are merely approximated using state-estimation software and algorithms [4-6]. The current techniques have not yet come to exploit the fact that a Li-ion battery fundamentally is a composite material system that undergoes mechanical and chemical evolution as it cycles and ages.

In a laboratory, in-situ techniques, for instance X-ray diffraction [7-9] and neutron imaging [10,11], can be used to effectively probe these physical changes. However, such techniques cannot be practically implemented, and in most cases can only be performed on small-scale non-standard cells. The benefits of having elaborate electrochemical tools, for instance electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [12,13], on-board an electric vehicle do not justify the significant additional cost and complexity.

Trying to address the aforementioned challenges, in this paper a novel scalable and field-deployable technique for Li-ion battery SoC and SoH monitoring with ultrasonic guided waves, using minimal-footprint built-in piezoelectric wafer transducers, is introduced. The mechanical wave propagation through the battery medium is found to accurately reflect the changes in mechanical properties as the batteries charge, discharge, and age. Analysis of the experimental guided-wave signals shows strong correlation between signal parameters, SoC and SoH, suggesting the technique can be used to effectively determine the battery states in a practical setting. Waveform features also demonstrate battery’s phase
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transitioning and intercalation-induced physical changes, opening a new perspective for in-situ characterization of Li-ion batteries and electrochemical systems.

To our best knowledge, there have been similar efforts attempting using ultrasonic measurements for probing Li-ion batteries\cite{14-16}. However, these studies are based on through-thickness transmitted and reflected bulk waves, which usually need external bulky ultrasonic probes and equipment, require extensive operator intervention, and suffer from inaccurate baseline collection. Additionally, in the study by Sood et al., only detrimental delamination of electrodes is detected – no attempt is made to quantify the non-catastrophic aging progression\cite{14}. Gold et al. show a rough trend of signal parameters on Li-ion cells during charging and discharging\cite{15}, while a comprehensive study by Hsieh et al. does not accurately capture the gradual evolution of signals from aging\cite{16}.

The rest of this paper is structured to present the following, in respective order: method of approach, experimental setup and procedure, and experimental results. The discussion will be made alongside the results, showing our contributions which include:

- Establishment of the correlation between Li-ion battery’s SoC with guided-wave signal parameters.
- Illustration of the phase transitioning and mechanical evolution through capacity-derivative analysis.
- Demonstration of SoH monitoring via tracing the aging-induced progression of signals.
- Identification of the root cause of capacity fade and mechanical degradation with guided-waves.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND METHOD OF APPROACH

Prediction of SoC and particularly SoH is a challenging task for Li-ion battery system integration, with implications on accuracy, robustness, expensive computation, and cost. On-field applications are often limited to rudimentary voltage measurements and software-based prediction algorithms because the benefits of having standard laboratory equipment and electrochemical tools on board do not justify the cost and complexity. Hence it is imperative to develop an online, scalable, minimal-footprint technique to probe battery’s state in service.

Therefore, this work conducts a feasibility study of using mechanical guided-wave propagation for probing and correlating the evolution of mechanical phenomena with battery’s SoC and SoH. An experimental study is performed on as-received commercial Li-ion pouch batteries with surface-mounted piezoelectric transducers (Figure 1). The guided waves interact with the propagation battery medium, allowing the progression of the medium’s physical properties to be interrogated during charging, discharging, and aging. Signal analysis is then performed to reveal correlation with SoC and SoH and provide a framework for a real-time on-demand battery state monitoring.

![Figure 1 Schematics of ultrasonic guided-wave propagation in Li-ion battery substrate, using surface-mounted low-profile piezoelectric transducers.](image-url)
3. EXPERIMENTATION

Experiments are performed on commercial Li-ion pouch batteries, with graphite/nickel-manganese-cobalt oxide (NMC) chemistry. The fresh batteries have a nominal capacity of 3650 mAh (135 x 45 x 5 mm), and are tested as received from manufacturer after a standard formation protocol. Four 6.35mm-diameter disc piezoelectric transducers (PZT-5A) in the SMART Layer format (Acellent Technologies, Inc.) are attached on the surface of the batteries using Hysol E20HP structural epoxy adhesive, according to the schematics shown in Figure 2b.

The ultrasonic data acquisition is synchronized with an eight-channel battery analyzer (BST8-3, MTI Corporation). The electrical cycling is performed with the batteries at a constant temperature in a low-temperature gravity-convection oven (Figure 2a). The piezoelectric transducers are actuated and sensed with standard five-peak Hanning-windowed tone bursts, using a 64-channel ultrasonic data acquisition system (ScanGenie II model; Acellent Technologies, Inc.). The peak-to-peak amplitude of the actuation signals is 75V. The center frequencies of the signals span between 100 to 200 kHz and are selected so as to obtain clear wave packets in the sensor response. The ultrasonic measurements are taken every 1 minute during electrical charge discharge cycles.

Guided-wave signals are collected in a pitch-catch mode whereby one transducer acts as an actuator and the others sense the incoming waves, resulting in a representative actuator-sensor response shown in Figure 3. In this work, only the time-domain analysis of the signals is presented. Figure 3 shows the two time-domain parameters of interest: the (sensing) signal amplitude, which is the maximum amplitude of the sensing signal’s Hilbert envelope, and the time of flight (ToF), which is the measure of the time taken by an actuation wave packet to reach a sensor.

Figure 2 (a) Experimental setup used for electrical cycling and guided-wave data acquisition, in a low-temperature gravity-convection oven; (b) sensor locations on a 3650 mAh pouch battery, labeled P1 through P4.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Variation in ToF and signal amplitude with SoC

The Li-ion batteries are cycled at a C/10 rate (a current rate at which the batteries would be fully charged in 10 hours), or equivalently 365 mA, at a constant temperature of 30 °C. As shown in Figure 4a, the cycle starts with charging at a constant current of 365 mAh (Region I) to a cutoff voltage of 4.2V. A 2-hour rest (Region II) is added before discharging at 365 mAh (Region III) to a cutoff voltage of 3.0V. The rest time between discharge and charge (not shown) is also set to 2 hours.

Guide-wave signal snapshots are analyzed over the period of the charge and discharge cycle, uncovering the behavior of the time-domain signal parameters with varying SoC. Figure 5 shows the receiving wave packet from a representative cell, at three instances in time during the charging phase (at three SoC levels (30%, 60%, and 90%), from the P1-P3 transducer pair, with a center frequency of 125 kHz. It can be seen that the wave packet moves faster, i.e. the ToF gets smaller, as SoC increases. At the same time, the signal amplitude of the receiving waves intensifies with increasing SoC.

Extracting and compositing the time-domain signal parameters in the same fashion at all SoC results in the behavior presented in Figure 4b, in comparison with the terminal voltage and applied current in Figure 4a. The ToF and signal amplitude are plotted against the elapsed time of the charge and discharge cycle. The ToF decreases monotonically during discharging, accounting for a net change of approximately 7µs, and vice versa for the discharge process. The increasing wave speed as the battery is charged implies changes in the composite medium’s mechanical properties, most probably increasing modulus and/or declining stiffness \(^{[17]}\). This finding is in agreement with results from literature showing decrease in graphite anode’s \(^{[18]}\) and cathode’s \(^{[19]}\) densities, and increase in graphite’s modulus \(^{[20]}\) during charging. The NMC cathode however is reported to take on a lower modulus value with increasing cell SoC \(^{[21]}\); however, the absolute change of the cathode’s modulus is much smaller than that of the anode.
Figure 4 (a) Voltage and current data during a C/10 charging and discharging cycle, showing the charging phase (Region 1), rest period (Region II), and discharging phase (Region III); (b) Corresponding evolution of ToF and signal amplitude data taken every 1 minute (from P1-P3 transducer pair at 125 kHz).

Figure 5 Influence of SoC on the guided-wave sensing signal during charging, showing increase in signal amplitude and shorter ToF with increasing SoC (from P1-P3 transducer pair at 125 kHz).
As seen in Figure 4b, the signal amplitude, on the other hand, increases with SoC for the majority of the charging process (terminal voltage between 3.7 and 3.95 V), except at the very beginning and at the end of charging. As the charge current is removed during the rest step, the signal amplitude relaxes slightly to an equilibrium level. Discharging is associated with minor fluctuation in signal amplitude at the beginning, then sees a monotonic decrease mostly through the rest of the process. The signal amplitude then increases sharply at the very end of discharging (terminal voltage < 3.6 V). While the ToF of the electrode composite can be calculated reasonably accurately through a numerical model, which is currently under investigation, the interpretation of signal attenuation’s behavior is not straightforward as the propagation involves anisotropy, porosity, multiple phases, and interfaces.

In essence, it is evident that there is a strong correlation between the signal features of ultrasonic guided waves and the battery SoC, making guided-waves a viable technique for SoC estimation. Changes in the SoC are reflected in the changes in the density and elastic modulus of the anode and cathode materials, which in turn affect the behavior of the guided waves. Moreover, variations in the slopes of the signal amplitude and ToF versus time are seen at different instances throughout the charge and discharge processes. Besides the effect from the cathode phase transition, these non-linearities are primarily induced by the intercalation staging in the graphitic anode, as will be discussed in the following section.

4.2 Differential ToF revealing phase transitions

As observed in Figure 4b, although discernable, the sharp non-linear features are not well pronounced in the measured cell voltage curve. Using the voltage differential technique \cite{22-24}, the first derivative of the voltage, with respect to SoC during charging and depth of discharge (DoD) during discharging, dV/dQ, is calculated to clearly identify the underlying phases. The first derivative of the ToF with respect to SoC and DoD (dToF/dQ) could be calculated similarly to illustrate the phase-transition features in the ToF data.

Figures 5 shows dV/dQ and dToF/dQ with respect to SoC and DoD, during charging and discharging respectively. Pertaining to the nature of the NMC cathode, the global concave feature can be recognized in the calculated dV/dQ with respect to the SoC \cite{25}. The local dV/dQ peaks can be associated with the stages of the graphite anode as it undergoes charging and discharging. The peaks are labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 with increasing SoC levels (around 17%, 23%, 26%, and 60% SoC, respectively), and in reverse with increasing DoD. These peaks in dV/dQ coincide exactly with the sharp activities in the calculated dToF/dQ. Two additional troughs have been identified in dToF/dQ, although not evident in dV/dQ, at approximately 33% and 42% SoC, which are also believed to be ascribed to graphite staging.

More experiments, such as cyclic voltammetry, are being conducted to confirm the presence of the transition stages and correlating the features in guided-wave signals. Additionally, as phase transitioning occurs in a cell, it is hypothesized that changes in electrode’s moduli and densities are simultaneously enhanced resulting in the peaks in dToF/dQ. To our best knowledge, even though changes in electrodes’ moduli and densities with SoC are well documented in the literature \cite{18-21}, only their global behavior has been observed. Therefore, the differential ToF can potentially offer a new technique for accurately probing the transitioning behavior of battery’s mechanics during charging and discharging.

It is also worth noting that the symmetry that is exhibited in dV/dQ during charging versus discharging is not shown in dToF/dQ. While discharging approximately reverses charging potential-wise, differences between charging and discharging are demonstrated through guided-wave signals. Most likely, removal and insertion of lithium from the graphite anode to the NMC cathode during discharging result in different characteristics of modulus and density distribution, as compared to the inverse charging process. This phenomenon is similar to one cathode behavior described by Wu et al. showing the variation in modulus and anisotropy in the metal oxide lattice due to different bond strengths during lithium intercalation and de-intercalation \cite{21}. 
4.3 Impact of cell aging

Following the charge-state analysis, an accelerated aging experiment is performed by aggressively charging and discharging the batteries to evaluate the impact of cell degradation on guided-wave signals. The cells are cycled at an elevated temperature of 45 °C with a more aggressive current rate of 3000 mA (0.8C) between 3.0 V and 4.2 V. A constant-voltage (CV) step is added after the cells have been charged to the maximum cutoff voltage, until the current drops to a cutoff value of 182.5 mA (C/20). The rest time before the discharge step is set to 15 minutes, with no rest period after discharging before the next charge step. A total of 200 charge and discharge cycles are performed.

The evolution of the signal parameters with increasing cycle number is shown in Figure 7b and 7c, respectively, while the terminal voltage profile is plotted in Figure 7a. An interesting behavior was observed in the cyclic ToF and signal amplitude as the battery ages. The ToF appears to globally shift towards a lower value, i.e. the wave speed is slower, with increasing cycle number. It should be noted that the shift in ToF due to aging is more prominent close to the end of discharge and the beginning of charge. It can also be seen that during charging and discharging, unlike in the rest period, the decrease rate of ToF with cycle number is not constant at a specific elapsed time (approximately the same SoC); i.e. the decline in ToF is more dramatic during the first 100 cycles than the latter half. On the other hand, as the cycle count increases, the signal amplitude gradually intensifies at all SoC levels. The amplification in the signal amplitude is less dramatic at the end of discharge and beginning of charge than elsewhere. Unlike ToF behavior, at a given SoC the rate at which the signal amplitude increases with respect to the cycle count is approximately constant with the cycle number.
Figure 7 Cycle-to-cycle evolution of (a) terminal voltage, (b) ToF, and (c) signal amplitude, due to electrochemical aging shown in progressive shades of gray as a function of cycle elapsed time. Data from the first cycle is indicated in green, the 100th cycle indicated in yellow, and the 200th cycle indicated in red. Guided-wave signals are from P1-P3 transducer pair at 125 kHz.

The change in ToF and signal amplitude can be ascribed to the changes in mechanical properties (i.e. moduli and densities) due to battery degradation [26]. Lower ToF and higher signal amplitude suggest that aging might increase the battery’s overall stiffness and/or lower the density. The underlying current- and SoC-dependent phenomena are also still under further investigation. As pointed out by Hsieh et al. [16], the scarcity and excess of lithium ions near the end of charge or discharge could also cause the abrupt stiffness change. The non-uniformity and rate-dependence are otherwise relaxed during the rest step.

So as to filter out the rate and SoC effects, the ToF and signal amplitude at the end of the rest step for every cycle are extracted and shown in Figure 8b. The remaining capacity with respect to the cycle number is plotted in Figure 8a for comparison. An obvious correlation between the guided-wave signal parameters and the cycle count, and thus capacity fading, can be observed. As the battery ages, the ToF, at a fully-charged relaxed state, declines, while the signal amplitude increases, though not linearly with cycle count. This finding can be potentially very useful for developing a technique for the determination of SoH and remaining useful life. In service, when the batteries are fully-charged and at rest (e.g. a fully-charged electric vehicle at idle), they can be probed for the guided-wave ToF and amplitude. The SoH can be estimated by comparing the current signal parameters with the values from a look-up table (similar to Figure 7b) pre-collected from a set of baseline cells; or even predicted for a number of cycles ahead. Such guided-wave-based SoH estimation models are currently being developed and will be discussed in detail in a future paper.
Figure 8 (a) Capacity retention (normalized by the first-cycle capacity) as a function of the cycle number; (b) correlation between cycle number and guided-wave signal amplitude and ToF at the end of rest period after charging, showing monotonic increase in signal amplitude and decrease in ToF with capacity fade. Guided-wave signals are from P1-P3 transducer pair at 125 kHz.

4.4 Analysis of aging mechanisms through differential ToF

The causes and mechanisms of capacity fading in Li-ion batteries can be very complex, involving side reactions, irreversible loss of active materials, etc. The differential voltage analysis has been shown to effectively probe the degradation mechanisms in Li-ion batteries and uncover the degradation process in the life of a battery [27, 28]. Similarly, through a differential ToF analysis, the shifts in the derivative of the guided-wave signal features can potentially be used to help pinpoint the underlying degradation process.

The first derivative of the terminal voltage, dV/dQ, is calculated for the C/10 cycle (at 30 °C) of a fresh cell and after the aforementioned 200-cycle aging, as shown in Figures 9a and 9c, for charging and discharging respectively. As a comparison, dToF/dQ before and after aging is plotted in Figures 9b and 9d, respectively. The most pronounced activity is the shift of the dV/dQ peaks labeled 1 through 4 towards a higher SoC as the cell ages, accompanied by dramatic activities in dToF/dQ at the same capacity levels. The dToF/dQ analysis also reveals two additional troughs due to degradation during charging, labeled c’ and d’ near the end of charge, which are otherwise not evident in dV/dQ. It is also noted that apart from a subtle change in the concavity of dV/dQ and dToF/dQ, the relative distance between the peaks and troughs remain the same, as can be clearly observed from the gap between the peaks 1 and 4.

It can be concluded that the degradation mechanisms that cause the changes observed in dV/dQ are fundamentally mechanical phenomena, i.e. changes in moduli and densities, because similar activities are also demonstrated in guided-wave dToF/dQ. The fact that the relative peak-to-peak distances remain intact suggests that there is minimal loss the active negative electrode (graphite) material, i.e. the number of active sites in graphite, for lithium intercalation, remains constant [27]. The shift of dV/dQ and dToF/dQ is therefore ascribed to the irreversible loss of lithium ions, most probably due to the solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer formation on the graphitic electrode [27]. The slight change in the concavity might
also be associated with the positive material (NMC cathode) loss \cite{29}, but will be confirmed through detailed characterization using half cells in future work. Nonetheless, the degradation phenomena inferred from the differential ToF are remarkably in line with those reported in literature for high-temperature cycling of graphite/NMC Li-ion batteries, demonstrating aging that is lithium loss limiting accompanied by moderate cathode capacity loss \cite{29,30}.

![Graph showing impact of aging on differential voltage and ToF](image)

Figure 9 Impact of aging on differential voltage and ToF. (a and c) dV/dQ with respect to charge and discharge capacity, during charging and discharging, respectively. Data from a fresh cell is indicated in solid line, post-cycled data indicated in dotted line; (b and d) corresponding dToF/dQ. Guided-wave signals are from P1-P3 transducer pair at 125 kHz.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This work demonstrated the feasibility of using ultrasonic guided waves, with small-footprint surface-mounted piezoelectric transducers for probing lithium-ion battery’s states during charging and discharging, as well as cycle life aging. Pitch-catch guided-wave signal parameters were obtained from built-in piezo-transducers on lithium-ion batteries during cycling and aging processes. The obtained results suggest that this technique can potentially become an effective real-time in-service method for accurately estimating SoC and SoH. In essence, it has been shown herein through our preliminary findings that:

- The time domain analysis of guided-wave signal parameters, namely ToF and signal amplitude, provides a strong repeatable correlation with battery’s SoC, hence possibly offering a new method for non-electrical-contact SoC estimation.
- The evolution of cyclic ToF and signal amplitude as a result from capacity fade infers the mechanical nature of battery degradation. Complimentary to the traditional voltage-based measurement, guided-wave signals deliver an additional piece of information, necessary for directly determining SoH.
• The differential ToF analysis is shown to be able to uncover the phase transition behavior, coinciding with enhanced distribution and redistribution of electrodes’ mechanical properties during charging and discharging. Tracing the evolution of dToF/dQ due to aging can offer a new non-invasive in-situ technique for determining the root cause of cycle life deterioration.

• Guided-wave analysis nonetheless can potentially assist scientists in providing fundamental insights on structural and mechanical activities inside a battery, such as moduli, porosity, and densities, beyond conventional electrochemical methods.

More detailed investigation is underway for correlating signal parameters with physical phenomena of a battery undergoing charging and discharging along with the aid of numerical modelling. Last but not least, the results presented heretofore will be used to assist in establishing a guided-wave-based model for real-time SoC and SoH prediction. As with guided-wave-based structural health monitoring (SHM), the concept can also be extended and applied to structural energy storage, a concept newly introduced in literature [31-33], for simultaneous structural and battery state monitoring.
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